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LIMINAL SPACE: FOREST VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENT: GAMEREAL ENVIRONMENT: BEDROOM

(a) A man starts a virtual reality 

game. He sees his bedroom (real 

environment) transition into a forest 

(generated liminal space) that 

visually foreshadows the game he 

then plays (virtual environment).

LIMINAL SPACE: CLOUDS VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENT: MEETINGVIRTUAL ENVIRONMENT: IMMERSIVE ANALYTICS

(b) A data analyst reviews her work 

and prepares some visualizations 

using immersive analytics tools 

(virtual environment) for an 

upcoming meeting. Her 

environment transforms into a 

peaceful cloud terrace (generated 

liminal space) as she briefly 

meditates and collects her thoughts 

before joining a meeting (virtual 

environment) where she presents 

her findings.

Figure 1: Brief user stories illustrating transitions between realities using our generative system. Users’ environments gradually
change between their start and end environments, passing through liminal spaces generated for (a) narrative foreshadowing
purposes and (b) an intentional meditation break between tasks. This figure’s transition images themselves were produced with the
generative transition techniques described in this abstract.

ABSTRACT

We present a system for visually transitioning a mixed reality (MR)
user between two arbitrary realities (e.g., between two virtual worlds
or between the real environment and a virtual world). The sys-
tem uses artificial intelligence (AI) to generate a 360° video that
transforms the user’s starting environment to another environment,
passing through a liminal space that could help them relax between
tasks or prepare them for the ending environment. The video can
then be viewed on an MR headset.

Index Terms: Human-centered computing—Human computer in-
teraction (HCI)—Interaction paradigms—Mixed / augmented reality

1 INTRODUCTION & BACKGROUND

Transitioning between tasks and environments is a routine part of
using mixed reality (MR) systems, and achieving efficient transitions
that make for a fluid cognitive experience is challenging. Practi-
cally speaking, compared to abrupt task switches, strategic breaks
between tasks can enhance vigor and performance while reducing
fatigue [1]. Moreover, from an aesthetic perspective, a gradual tran-
sition into a narrative-based immersive experience can improve the
audience’s experience [9,6]. However, creating good MR transitions
is challenging and demands substantial creative and technical effort.
In this demo, we present an approach for generating MR transitions
between two distinct environments using artificial intelligence (AI)
to serve both practical and aesthetic needs.

Researchers have pointed out benefits of smooth transitions and
interactions between MR environments, including improving the
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user experience [9, 6, 2] and increasing presence [13, 3]. And, there
has been substantial work on designing methods that support smooth
MR transitions. Pointecker et al. [11] designed and evaluated tech-
niques for transitioning between environments, finding that users
preferred a fading transition when looking for efficiency and sim-
plicity, and they preferred a more stimulating portal transition be-
tween substantively different environments. Kitson et al. [6] found
that designing a multisensory transition to prepare users physically,
mentally, socially, and environmentally for an awe-inspiring MR ex-
perience supported participants’ profound emotional experiences. In
an interview study, Knibbe et al. [7] found that when exiting virtual
environments, users experienced disparities in spatial awareness and
orientation, control, sociality, sensory stimuli, and mental presence;
each of these presents an opportunity for easing the user out of the
environment with a well-designed transition. Our system contributes
to this body of research by applying concepts from related work in
an automated and general fashion, with the hope that future work can
use, refine, and extend our approach to create better MR transitions.

2 REALITY TRANSITION SYSTEM

Our functional research prototype visually morphs between two dif-
ferent equirectangular 360° images to provide a continuous aesthetic
experience when in transition. Using 360° images for transitions is
beneficial because they are simple to capture with a smartphone or
360° camera, no knowledge of the environment’s 3D geometry is
required, and they can be used with pre-trained AI image models.
Additionally, if 3D scene geometry of an environment has already
been captured (e.g., as part of scene understanding algorithms or in
a 3D environment), it is possible to programmatically convert the
environment into a 360° image.

Our fully automated proof-of-concept system uses several AI
techniques for analyzing and generating images to produce a visual
transition video between any two environments, passing through
a liminal space described by a user. The system runs on an MSI
Raider GE76 laptop with an NVIDIA RTX 3080 Ti GPU with 16



GB of GDDR6 video memory, an Intel Core i9 CPU, and 32 GB of
DDR5 memory. Code1 and demo videos2 are available.

User-Specified Liminal Space Using a text prompt as guid-
ance, our system can generate a liminal space between the starting
environment (SE) and ending environment (EE) images. We define
“liminal space” to refer to an environment that is in the process of
transforming between two different realities, e.g., between the real
world and a virtual world or between two virtual worlds. Our process
to create the liminal space takes advantage of several features of gen-
erative image models to go beyond basic video motion interpolation
and produce a smooth transition that is more visually interesting
while also being guided by the spatial structure of the input images,
which can ameliorate spatial disorientation when transitioning. The
liminal space can be utilized for a variety of purposes. For example,
it can provide the user with a restorative meditation break between
tasks and environments. And, when generated based on a prompt by
the environment designer, the liminal space can work in a narrative
sense by giving the designer an opportunity to visually foreshadow
the user’s target environment, which can lead to a better user experi-
ence [6]. Alternatively, the user can describe a liminal space they
would like to see, which gives them some creative agency in the
experience and can also improve their experience [6].

Image Generation Our system uses Stable Diffusion XL v1.0’s
image-to-image synthesis mode [10] to generate images based on the
input 360° images of the SE and EE, as well as the user text prompt
describing a liminal space. The AI system also uses a denoising
strength parameter to control the influence of the text versus the
image: higher values produce images visually closer to the text
prompt than the base image. Our system uses two techniques to
ensure that the generated images conform to the visual structure of
equirectangular 360° images and display properly on MR HWDs.
First, the system uses a low-rank adaptation (LoRA) layer trained
on equirectangular 360° images to provide the general visual struc-
ture [4]. The system also creates a depth mask for the input images
using the MiDaS monocular depth estimator [12], which is then used
by a T2I-Adapter [8] to provide additional spatial conditioning to
the generated image.

Transition Construction The system generates the transition
in three phases. In the start phase, it generates a series of images
based on the SE image that gradually increase the denoising strength
while fixing the weight of the T2I-Adapter control for the SE image’s
depth mask to its maximum and setting the weight of the EE image’s
depth mask adapter to zero. In the liminal phase, it generates a series
of images using Stable Diffusion’s text-to-image mode (i.e., without
basing the images on either the SE or EE image) that begins with
the SE image’s depth mask adapter maxed out and the EE image’s
adapter at zero. The generations in this series increase the SE
image’s depth mask adapter and decrease the EE image’s adapter
by the same amount each step. In the end phase, it inverts the start
phase using the EE input image as its base, with maximizing the EE
image’s depth mask adapter while zeroing out the SE input image’s
adapter. Once all images are generated, the system smooths the
transition by inserting additional frames using real-time intermediate
flow estimation (RIFE), a model designed to interpolate motion
between consecutive images [5]. All frames are then assembled in
order and displayed on an MR HWD.

The visual effect in the start phase is that images gradually be-
come more like the AI’s most intense application of the text prompt
while maintaining the depth and visual structure of the SE. In the
liminal phase, the images are all intense applications of the text
prompt while gradually switching the structure of the environment
from the SE to match the EE image. The end phase is an inverse

1https://github.com/mott-lab/rlty2rlty
2https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u4CyvdE3Y3g

of the start phase, where the environment morphs from the liminal
space to the EE with visual structure guidance from the EE.

Future Work First, we intend to evaluate how these transition
techniques affect users’ presence, attention, and task performance at
different points in a transition between two environments. From a
system perspective, future work could explore ways to allow more
user interaction, e.g., to support pausing the transition while the
system generates additional scenes in the event the user wants to
spend more time exploring an interesting liminal space. Additionally,
users may want to control factors of the transition, e.g., how fast
different phases occur, through the text prompt. Last, future work
could use AI to classify objects in each image to generate transitions
based on scene semantics, or transition scene meshes and textures.

3 CONCLUSION

This demo abstract presented an AI-based system that generates a
360° video that visually transitions a user between two arbitrary
environments (real or virtual). We described the system’s compo-
nents and how it might be usefully deployed to improve the user’s
experience when switching realities.
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